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Both flanks of the German positions along the Salerno bridgehead are now

threatened. To the north, Allied troops are looking down from the hills on to the

Salerno-Naples road. To the south, inland from Battipaglia and Eboli, the German

swing-back goes on.

Eboli, just as bomb-shattered as Battipaglia, has been occupied* Thus the

Germans must go north and round through hills to escape. There is no, longer a direct

route for them along the back of the bridgehead.

It is this threat to the Germans at both ends which will unpin them from the

bridgehead quicker than anything else.

There is so far not much sign of any softening of the German resistance where the

tangled hills slope down to Salerno and the sea. They could probably hold there

indefinitely, with machine guns and mortars, against hill-struggling infantry.

x

But the moment they find themselves threatened from behind by our swing round

either flank, their hold on the Salerno hills will loosen.

The battle is not at a standstill, even in this difficult hill country.

A few days ago the Germans were thrusting patrols and small attacks down -through

our lines every night. Now we are doing the tiprusting and the filtering through: ’,

into German territory.

Our armoured cars work every night miles,behind the enemy lines.

There is, for instance, a German strongpoint near a mountain village in the

steep valley which runs parallel to the coast a few miles inland. Armoured cars and

reconnaissance troops in their scout-cars jeeps and carriers have been shooting at the

Germans from behind further inland still.

All over the mountains the larger battle is broken,up into a series of small

battles, by groups of men and vehicles harassing the Germans wherever they can find

them.

To see this new stage of the campaign you have to go out beyond the forward

infantry positions to where the reconnaissance troops are feeling their way*.

It is quite possible to travel quite long distances beyond the bridgehead,

provided you keep in touch with the eager, thrusting young men in khaki who are

the eyes and-ears of the Army, sending back news of the Germans all day on their

wireless sets.

I kept meeting them today in the valley country, in which until recently you

could not move by daylight without being machine-gunned or mortared.

They would pull up alongside you ip their jeeps or scout cars, and say politely

"Can, we put you in the picture?”. Then they would tell you to take this road and

avoid that, pointing out where a German machine-gun nest had just been dealt with

or where, not long before, a German tank had been destroyed.

. Like everyone else in this Army, they are hungry for news. As soon as they

have told you their news of the enemy, they want to know just what the Eighth Army

is doing, what is happening on the other side of Italy, hew the Russians are

progressing, what people at home are doing and thinking.

Sometimes you are stumped for answers. They forget that in a bridgehead like

this war correspondents are just as out off from the outside -world as the Army.
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One reconnaissance officer stopped his jeep miles outside the bridgehead today

to tell me where the penmans ‘were, and then asked earnestly "I. say, is it true that

Herringbone -won the St.Leger for Lord Derby?".,

A few minutes later we -were held up at a road turning by men ‘with tommy guns,

A Major walked forward, looking at us severely, "we've been told there are two

Germans walking about dressed as British officers", he said. "Can I see your papers

please?".

You could not travel the same distance from the bridgehead at all points..,, .In one

place you could drive far across the valley in safety through peach and persimmon and

lemon and apple and orange orchards. At another, you would climb by ‘winding tracks, up

into the hills, to find at the top a group of artillery observers discussing howthey
could best shell the Germans out of -the next village down the slope., - o'
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Then from the batteries miles back along the shore you would see shells bursting
on the Germans half a mile ahead•

*
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From these new hilltop observation posts you could'see the whole panorama of ’the

bridgehead spread out along the plain,. Ruined Battipaglia lay like a,‘white patch

in the haze to the south,, with the high ‘walls of the tobacco, factory, .which the Germans

defended for many days, standing out boldly near. it. J. r: '
‘
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Off shore the Navy's destroyers and cruisers were shepherding the ships which

bring men and supplies for the Fifth Army every day.

Sometimes flashes would come from the warships’ guns and, after what seemed a long

stretch of time, their shells would whistle overhead to landon the Germans further

inland.

So clear was the view of the original landing beaches that you wondered why the

Germans, with such perfect observation, had not smashed every shipload of men or

vehicles as they came ashore, a ‘ ': '

Forward across the valley -the great crags of the Pincentini mountains stood up

against the slop, with the roads to the north zig-zagging lip them.

Now and then you would as eh far away a small puff of dust as another German truck

bounded some mountain corner,'

Back through these hills, and along every valley road towards the coast, another

Army ‘was -plodding along as it lias been plodding since _ the Armistice - a dusty, tired

Army of Italian soldiers, with enormous rucksacks, going back quietly to their own

villages,'. , , . : *'
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